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We present MochaTop—a system using multiple mobile
devices that is part of our on-going inquiry into ad-hoc
multi-device environments on tabletops. In this
progress report, we describe the motivation for
designing multi-device, ad-hoc systems for single and
multiple users, and explain the design and
implementation of our prototype system. We report on
preliminary user studies made with focus groups and
sandbox explorations of the prototype, with video
analysis. By designing new interaction patterns, we
focus on investigating if multiple mobile devices can be
used to transform everyday settings into new
environments for data exploration. Our research
indicates that users value the extended interactive
space created by multiple mobile devices.
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Intro
oduction

Figure 1. Exploring an
information
n visualisation on a
tablet and a smartphone witth
MochaTop

Over the
t
last years, sm
martphones and ta
ablet computers
have become commonp
place in our every
yday lives. For
many people, it is norm
mal to carry these devices
simulttaneously and use
e them in public spaces. While
these two device classe
es serve common purposes (e.g.
e-mail and web browsin
ng), they are handled and
contro
olled differently. The
T
phone-sized devices
d
can be
easily
y used with one ha
and and fit comforrtably in a
pocke
et. The tablet work
ks best when plac
ced on a table
and is
s less manoeuvrab
ble.
In this
s report, we prese
ent our initial insig
ghts on how
multip
ple mobile devices
s can be used to create
c
ad-hoc
enviro
onments to explorre personalized da
ata sets
releva
ant to the user. We
W focus on how th
hese devices
can be
e used in future casual
c
contexts, su
upporting both
single
e and multi-user scenarios. We pres
sent works that
served
d as our inspiratio
on, two prototype designs we
implemented, our preliminary studies, and finally how
we aim
m to continue ourr inquiry.

work is ev
ven more relevantt to ours, as they also use
the concep
pt of spatial aware
eness introduced by us in
[5].
Our inquirry extends past wo
ork in two dimens
sions.
Firstly, we
e want to venture outside of control rooms
and professsional spaces and
d investigate how multiple
devices m ay be used in cas
sual contexts. We look at
cafes, barss, dining room tab
bles, and the deviices people
already brring to these place
es. Secondly, we a
aim not to
limit our in
nquiry to multi-us
ser scenarios. A re
ecent study
of actual m
multi-device usage
e by Santosa and Wigdor [7]
indicates a clear need for de
eveloping single-u
user multidevice inte
eraction patterns for practical appliications.
Our work iis an attempt to c
cater to some of those
needs. Furrthermore, we are
e inspired by the c
concept of
an interacttive tablecloth [3]] and augmenting
g every
horizontal surface with interactive capabilitie
es. Lastly,
mobile dev
vices will soon be aware of their sp
patial
surroundin
ngs through embe
edded ultrasonic s
sensing—it
is high tim
me to investigate tthe possible intera
action
patterns th
hat may benefit frrom this capability
y.

Relatted Work
Extending interactive space by using mo
ore than one
device
e has been a research theme for so
ome time,
drawn
n from classic worrk that explored th
he benefits to
be expected from maniipulating devices in
i physical
space [6] and the incre
eased potential forr space
multip
plexing [2]. More recent work has looked at
buildin
ng collaborative spaces around multi-display
enviro
onments. Many ac
ctivities investigatted the
intera
action patterns of multiple users in a control room
setting (e.g. [4]). Supp
port for profession
nal data analysis
and se
ensemaking was explored
e
in VisPorrter [1], and
Spindler et al. made ea
arly attempts at making
m
multidispla
ay environments available
a
to audien
nces beyond
that of
o an expensive co
ontrol room [8]. Spindler
S
et al.’s

Design
We set outt to design a high
hly portable system
m that
would use multiple mobile d
devices to facilitatte ad-hoc
interaction
ns on horizontal surfaces. We decid
ded to
explore intteractions in settings where users a
are likely to
at a table e.g. in a coffee house, se
be sitting a
ervice area,
at home, o
or even outdoors. In such environm
ments, two
(or more) devices are likely
y to be used at the
e same
time. We ssuggest increasing
g the input/output space of
the device
es by (1) using the
e relative placeme
ent of the
devices ass a new input mod
dality and (2) prov
viding
distributed
d output. The prop
posed system wou
uld be a
tool for ub
biquitous informattion access in a mobile,
casual settting. MochaTop enables users to crreate an
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ad-ho
oc tabletop interface on a regular ta
able surface.
Inspirred by Weise et al. [9], we wondere
ed how users
can ex
xplore community
y-relevant data in a new way ,
fuellin
ng discussions with information on the
t
go. We then
organized a series of de
esign workshops to
t gain a better
underrstanding of poten
ntial user needs.

Table 1. Data structures and
their res
spective spatial
mapping
gs used in MochaT
Top

Figure 2
2. The focus group
p
study setup with paper
prototyp
pes to find intuitive
e ways
of interacting with multiple
mobile d
devices on the go.

Focus
s groups
We orrganised a series of
o design worksho
ops with groups
of use
ers exploring different ways to interract with
variou
us forms of inform
mation representattion, using
spatia
ally aware mobile devices. Overall, 25 participants
aged 22-32 (mean age = 24.64, median
n = 25, 18
males
s, 7 females) partiicipated in the stu
udy. The
participants were remu
unerated with coffe
ee and a sweet
bun. We
W used a variety
y of paper prototypes to validate
our co
oncepts and encou
urage users to sha
are their ideas.
Participants were prese
ented with paper versions
v
of a
tablett and a smartphon
ne showing one off eight different
visualisations. We intro
oduced them to th
he concept of
spatia
al awareness. The task was typically
y to find and
selectt a single value in a given informatiion
visualisation. But we also had tasks such
h as controlling
a view
w parameter, rearrranging objects, or
o navigating
throug
gh a visualisation. All of the session
ns were video
record
ded, yielding a tottal video time of 4 hrs 7 min,
which was then carefully analysed.
By counting the numbe
er of proposed solutions we were
able to identify clear interaction preferen
nces for some
of the
e visualisations. Bu
ut for more difficu
ult ones the
participants proposed a wide range of so
olutions where
no con
ncrete recommendation could be made.
m
First prototype
p
We th
hen conducted an initial user study of a prototype,
inform
med by a subset of
o the findings gathered from the

focus grou
ups. We designed a sandbox explorration
application
n that presented information aboutt coffee to
be deploye
ed in the setting o
of a hypothetical c
café—a
specific ussage scenario whe
ere users are likely
y to
possess tw
wo mobile devices
s and often have ttime to
spare. We partnered with a local Fairtrade grroup to
ensure we
e provided commu
unity-relevant con
ntent.
The softwa
are uses spatial awareness to facilitate access
to differen
nt information visu
ualisations on two
o mobile
devices. A key problem was
s how to map diffe
erent
visualisatio
ons to table space
es. Table 1 presen
nts the data
structuress included in Moch
haTop and the way
y we
mapped th
hem to the table s
space. Crucially, tthe table
surface is virtually divided into invisible zone
es—this is
what the u
users in the focus groups anticipate
ed.
Another isssue was providing
g means to naviga
ate with
the applica
ation, i.e. switchin
ng between differe
ent pieces
of informa
ation. MochaTop u
uses both zone-based and
distance-b
based input. A tou
uch-based solution
n was an
obvious ch
hoice, but our inte
ention was to inve
estigate if
navigation
n using spatial awa
areness was effec
ctive. Users
were thus able to return to the top level information
choice by increasing the dis
stance between th
he two
devices.

Impleme
entation
We have a
already implemented two generatio
ons of
prototypess which us different sensing methods that
provide sp
patial awareness ffor the mobile dev
vices.
The Mocha
aTop system cons
sists of two distinc
ct software
parts. The
e mutual spatial aw
wareness and the
e interdevice com
mmunication are a
abstracted from u
user
interaction
n. This should allo
ow for swift modifiication and
rapid proto
otyping.
In our firstt iteration, byte ta
ags were affixed tto the
mobile dev
vices so that they
y could be recognized by an
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Figure 3. The first generation
MochaTop prototype.

Figure 4. MochaTop’s secon
nd
generation
n where spatial
awareness
s is provided with
motion tracking.
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intera
active surface. We
e then placed the devices
d
on a
Samsung SUR40 (running Microsoft Pixe
elSense). The
table served as the spa
atial sensor for the
e devices (the
table screen is always blank).
b
The inform
mation about
the de
evices is updated and broadcast continuously to
avoid latency, enabling
g smooth commun
nication between
all the
e devices. Figure 3 presents the pro
ototype setup.
Howev
ver, the dimensions of the interactive table are
pre-de
efined and may be quite limiting. Our
O secondgenerration prototype uses industry-grad
de Qualisys
motion tracking to obta
ain position inform
mation for the
device
es. Small, unobtru
usive reflective markers are
placed
d on the devices. While this setup requires
r
a
dedica
ated room, any ta
able surface can now be used.
Figure
e 4 presents the device
d
view in real time. The six
degree of freedom posiitional is broadcas
st over the
netwo
ork.
For managing
m
devices and
a
their positions
s, we use a
centra
al device concept. In our prototype, the tablet
handles positional inforrmation of all deviices, calculates
the re
esulting views, and
d distributes the respective
r
content to them. This enables
e
on-the-fly
y adding or
remov
ving of devices as
s only one device, the tablet, is
the so
ole information carrier. To add itself to this
system
m, a new device sends
s
a UDP broad
dcast over the
netwo
ork to register with the tablet. TCP is used for
excha
anging further info
ormation.
In ourr studies, we used
d a Motorola Xoom
m tablet and a
LG Ne
exus 4 smartphone. Both devices are off-the-shelf
products, and most parrticipants are familiar with the
form factors.
f

Preliminary studies
We co
onducted a more systematic
s
exploration of this
intera
active space by conducting a sandbox-style user
study with our first-gen
neration prototype
e. The goal of

this inquiry
ry was to refine th
he concept of casu
ual ad-hoc
tabletops a
and identify the c
challenges for futu
ure work.
We endeav
voured to confirm
m MochaTop’s feas
sibility and
prepare fo
or a future field study. Specifically, we decided
to investig
gate the following issues affecting interaction
with multi ple mobile devices, motivated by p
past work
with single
e devices:

dy
ynamics of the de
evices, i.e. the way
ys user
pl ace and manipula
ate them on a surface

ho
ow continuous inp
put, e.g. scrolling,, can be
acchieved
ays in which userrs grasp devices w

wa
while
m
moving them over the surfaces
Given the high-level nature
e of the questions and the
exploratorry stage of our wo
ork, we opted for a
an openended stud
dy where we reco
orded the participa
ants using
the prototy
ypes from two an
ngles.
We recruitted participants frrom throughout ou
ur campus
environme
ent. The study inc
cluded 23 participa
ants aged
22-31 (me
ean age = 25.09, median = 25, 20 male, 3
female). E
Each participant w
was compensated w
with a
small gift iin the form of a U
USB fan. Sessions were
conducted
d over the course of three days. In total, 5
pairs and 13 solo users gen
nerated 18 sets off video
footage, e
each 15 minutes lo
ong.
The study consisted of an in
nitial interview, ab
bout 15
minutes off sandbox interacttion with the prottotype, a
single task
k for the participants, and a debrieffing. The
participantts were invited to explore MochaTo
op in a
semi-strucctured manner—w
we provided encou
uragement
for exploriing all parts of the
e system only if re
equired.
Next, we a
asked participants
s to use the system to
extract nu
umerical information from a time se
eries chart.
Lastly, we conducted a shorrt interview in which we
asked for a qualitative acco
ount of the experie
ence and
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check
ked for content rettention rates by asking them to
provid
de the most basic information abou
ut the system.

Figure 5. T
The rationale for zonebased inputt.

Overa
all, we can conclud
de the prototype sparked
s
interest
among participants, as 61% (n = 14) of them
expressed an explicit desire to further ex
xplore the
applic
cation. Most imporrtantly, the study showed that
zone-based input was perceived
p
as a mo
ore natural
metho
od of spatial awarreness, as opposed to distancebased
d input. While all users
u
had no prob
blems using the
distan
nce-based function
nality, instead of increasing
i
distan
nce between devic
ces, they placed th
he smartphone
in one
e of the table's corners in a single, fast motion
(see Figure
F
5). Users were
w
able to revertt to the main
menu by increasing the
e distance betwee
en the devices
(Figurre 5a). However, all
a of the study pa
articipants
immediately repositione
ed the phone to one
o
of the
table's
s corners as if the
e corners were acttive zones
instea
ad of increasing th
he distance (Figure 5b). 35% (n
= 8) of
o the participants
s would simply liftt the phone
from its
i current position and put it back in one of the
table's
s corners. One subject placed the phone
p
outside
of sen
nsor space. Observing participants work in pairs
provid
ded even more ev
vidence of preferen
nce for zonebased
d input, as all of th
he pairs in our stu
udy divided the
horizo
ontal space into tw
wo sides, with eac
ch user
intera
acting at each side
e throughout the study.
s

Challenges for Futu
ure Work

Six examples of
Figure 6. S
alternative s
smartphone grips
observed du
uring the study
(excerpts frrom actual study
footage)

The main
m
contribution of
o our preliminary
y study was to
solidiffy what challenges
s need to be met if ad-hoc
tablettops are to becom
me reality.
The need to support ex
xtended input rang
ge is evident
from our
o study. 57% of participants posed their hand
awkwardly while movin
ng the smartphone
e device. Once
this happened, they ab
bruptly repositione
ed the device to

continue m
motion in the sam
me direction. There
e is thus a
clear need
d for researching a
an optimal clutching
mechanism
m for the user to better understand
d how to
interact w ith a multi-device
e system.
Supporting
g multiple device orientations on alll axes is
another isssue. Our study sh
hows that while so
ome users
are comfo rtable with laying down the devices
s on a
horizontal surface and only changing their re
elative
positions a
and orientations, some are likely to
o arrange
the conten
nt on a table and tthen access it by picking up
the device
es. We have seen 57% (n = 13) of our
participantts change the dev
vice to a vertical o
orientation,
in order to
o read, at least on
nce. Proper contex
xtualized
support fo
or picking up the d
devices and laying
g them back
down on t he table (“re-ente
ering” the ad-hoc tabletop) is
another de
esign challenge.
Our work rreveals some issu
ues concerning the
e way
mobile dev
vices are physically handled on a h
horizontal
surface. Fiigure 6 presents a subjective selection from
the large n
number of grips o
observed during th
he study.
We observ
ved a multitude off approaches to m
manipulating
the device
es so that both scrreens would not b
be
obscured. The fact that the novelty effect ma
ay play a
significantt role in this behav
viour must be
acknowled
dged, but it can be
e concluded that p
presentday smarttphones are difficu
ult to handle when
n placed on
a surface. We thus see a ne
eed to address the
e device
form facto
or design to suppo
ort both horizontal and
vertical intteraction. Users m
must be able to ha
andle the
devices eff
fficiently and with minimum screen
obstruction
n. Tabletop proxe
emics will have to be
readdresse
ed for ad-hoc tabletops, as objects
s must in
this case b
be directly manipu
ulated, and hand placement
will probab
bly modify percep
ptions of personal space.
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